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Metal detector policy disproportionately
AEPi house
evacuated due to aﬀects minority events, some students say
water damage
BY

BRENT YARNELL

Daily Editorial Board

BY

MARISSA GALLERANI
Daily Editorial Board

The Alpha Epsilon Pi (AEPi) house early
Monday morning became the second fraternity residence in two weeks to be shut down
following a fire alarm.
According to Tufts University Police
Department (TUPD) Sgt. Robert McCarthy,
TUPD and Somerville Fire Department at
12:25 a.m. on Monday responded to a fire
alarm at the AEPi residence at 98 Professors
Row. They discovered that a water leak in the
ceiling had compromised the fire alarm. “It
was due to a leak in the ceiling, which was
affecting the fire alarm,” McCarthy said.
“We had a leak in the house directly
above a fire alarm, and it kept setting the fire
alarm off,” sophomore Abe Stein, president
of AEPi, said.
see HOUSE, page 2

Some student groups have raised
concerns that security policies for oncampus events disproportionately
affect events hosted by clubs catering to
minority students.
Junior Carolina Ramirez, vice president of the Caribbean Club, last week
told the Tufts Community Union (TCU)
Senate that events held by Africana and
Latino culture groups generally feature
metal detectors, unnecessarily large
police details and the restriction that
non-Tufts attendees be college students,
creating a threatening atmosphere.
“We have metal detectors, we have
the metal detector officers, we have the
event staff, and then on top of that, five
or six officers,” Ramirez said. “All in all, it
feels like you’re going to an airport or a
really bad area.”

SCOTT TINGLEY/TUFTS DAILY

see METAL DETECTORS, page 2

Events at the campus center tend to require additional security precautions such as
metal detectors.

MBTA projects huge budget shortfall for coming fiscal year
BY JENNY

WHITE

Daily Editorial Board

SCOTT TINGLEY/TUFTS DAILY

The MBTA is facing a huge budget shortfall for fiscal year 2011.

The
Massachusetts
Bay
Transportation
Authority
(MBTA) is expecting a major
budget shortfall of $73 million
in the coming fiscal year 2011
(FY 2011) but intends to avoid
fare hikes for commuters.
MBTA officials and board members are currently restructuring
available finances to limit any
potential negative impacts of the
shortfall on riders and taxpayers.
According to the MBTA FY 2011
Operating Budget Summary, the

transportation agency’s total revenue is expected to decline by
$5.1 million from the current fiscal
year, while operating expenses are
projected to rise by $35.4 million.
The MBTA as of November 2009
consists of the rail and transit
division of the Massachusetts
Department of Transportation
(MassDOT). This umbrella organization also encompasses highway
and aeronautics divisions and the
Registry of Motor Vehicles (RMV).
“It’s difficult to identify one
primary reason for the shortfall,”
MBTA spokesman Joe Pesaturo
said. “But there are two key factors

driving this: The T’s annual sales
tax revenue has not come anywhere close to what was expected,
and almost a third of the T’s budget
goes to paying interest in debt.”
Pesaturo noted that the T in
2000 reorganized its budget so
that the bulk of funding would be
derived from state sales tax revenue. This revenue, however, has
remained stagnant over the past
decade.
This has meant that the demand
for funds to cover increasing maintenance costs and expenditures on
see MBTA, page 2

Student receives 25 stitches after altercation at Zeta Psi party
An altercation that broke out in the middle of a party at the Zeta Psi fraternity house
early Sunday morning resulted in a serious
injury for one student who was hospitalized
and required 25 stitches.
According to Tufts University Police
Department (TUPD) Sgt. Robert McCarthy,
officers responded to an emergency call
reporting a fight at Zeta Psi and a student in
need of immediate medical attention.
TUPD and emergency medical aid officers
at 12:04 a.m. arrived at the Zeta Psi residence
at 80 Professors Row. The student involved
stated that he had been struck with a glass
object in the face and neck region.
Tufts Emergency Medical Services (TEMS),
Somerville Fire Department and Cataldo
Ambulance Service administered medical
care to the student at the scene, but glass
was still lodged in the student’s face and
neck area, according to McCarthy.
The student was bleeding excessively from
lacerations on the left side of this face
and neck and was immediately transported
by ambulance to Massachusetts General
Hospital (MGH), where he was treated.
“He received 25 stitches for his injuries,”
McCarthy said.
No official word has been announced
about his current condition, but the student’s
friends said that he was currently at home
recovering.

McCarthy said that at the scene itself,
TUPD cleared out the party and gathered
enough information to determine the basic
circumstances surrounding the altercation.
“A witness stated that someone threw a
bottle and hit the student in the face for no
reason,” he said. “There was some kind of
an altercation. Someone struck the student
— either threw a bottle or a beer mug on
the side of his face.”
McCarthy indicated that it was initially
unclear whether the student was struck by a
bottle or by a broken beer mug.
He added that the student seemed uncertain about the identity of his attacker. TUPD
officers were unable to determine the identity of the perpetrator based on conversations
with other sources on Saturday night.
“Everyone was saying they didn’t know
who threw the bottle,” McCarthy said. “One
resident did say an argument had taken
place in the basement area.”
Details of the incident are still being assembled and cannot be disclosed, according to
McCarthy. “People will be interviewed,” he
said. “It’s an ongoing investigation.”
The officer leading the investigation,
TUPD Sgt. Joseph Tilton, declined to comment on the status of the investigation into
the incident.
Dean of Student Affairs Bruce Reitman
declined to comment on the incident and the
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A confrontation occurred Sunday morning at a party taking place in the Zeta Psi fraternity house.
possible disciplinary consequences, which the
victim, the attacker and Zeta Psi may face.
Senior Byron Crowe, the president of Zeta
Psi, said that the fraternity is in the process
of conducting its own investigation into the
night’s affairs.
“We’re conducting an internal investigation,” Crowe said. “I’m collecting information

from people right now.”
He declined to comment further for the
moment because he did not have a clear
understanding of the details surrounding the
incident.
— by Jenny White with contributing
reporting by Corinne Segal
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Police Briefs
99 BOTTLES OF BEER ON THE
WALL…
Tufts University Police Department (TUPD)
responded at 1:34 a.m. on March 12 to Hill Hall
in response to a report of an intoxicated male.
“He stated that he had drank a lot of
beers,” TUPD Sgt. Robert McCarthy said. The
student was transported to Lawrence Memorial
Hospital in Medford for further treatment.
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NEWS

DANGEROUS MIX

WHAT NAME?

TUPD was notified at 2:14 a.m. on
March 13 that an inebriated male in
Houston Hall required medical attention.
The student told officers that he
had been drinking whiskey, tequila and
vodka.
McCarthy said that this combination
is typically very harmful for students
and often results in hospitalization. The
student was transported to Lawrence
Memorial Hospital.

TUPD officers received a call at 6:42
p.m. on March 13 from a staff person
at Tisch Library reporting that there was
a person in the media center, which
had closed earlier at 6 p.m. “Basically,
that person wouldn’t leave the area,”
McCarthy said.
Officers who spoke to the person discovered that he was not affiliated with
Tufts. The man refused to leave the area
or show identification.

“We asked him what his last name
was, and he said he didn’t have one,”
McCarthy said. Officers then arrested the
man for trespassing and transported him
to the custody of the Somerville Police.
He was given a trespass warning and told
not to return to Tufts.
— Compiled by Corinne Segal

An interactive map is
available at tuftsdaily.com

Students question use of metal detectors at events sponsored by minorities
METAL DETECTORS
continued from page 1

The requirements, Ramirez
said, are almost always applied
to on-campus after-parties for
annual culture shows put on by the
African Students Organization
(ASO), the Association of Latin
American Students (ALAS), the
Caribbean Club and the PanAfrican Alliance (PAA).
Ramirez, who is also a member of the Office of Campus Life
(OCL) event staff, questioned the
existence of a double standard,
saying that she has seen many
events similar to the after-parties that are spared from security
precautions.
“The issue is security and
having non-campus individuals
come to Tufts,” Ramirez said.
“But there are numerous events
where off-campus people do
come, and there are no metal
detectors.”
Ramirez cited Spring Fling,
which permits non-Tufts attendees and is promoted off campus
by participating bands but does
not have metal detectors.
Associate Director of Campus
Life Laura DaRos said the policy
does not apply to Spring Fling
because although non-college
students are admitted, the event
is open only to Tufts students
and their guests.
Three criteria mandate having metal detectors at an event,
according to the OCL Student
Organization Resource Guide:
“Advertising and admission is
open to non-Tufts attendees,
and the event is not primar-

ily a performance with a seated
audience, or, the nature of the
event requires special security
arrangements.”
Additionally, all guests at
such open events “must show
a current I.D. from a college or
university.”
Addressing the seating criteria, Tufts University Police
Department (TUPD) Sgt. Joseph
Tilton said the nature of an
open-floor event could cause
security threats.
“It’s the actual event itself,”
Tilton said. “If you have music,
dancing, all of those can contribute to frustration in the group.”
Dean of Student Affairs
Bruce Reitman explained that
the policy’s criteria concerning non-Tufts attendees is in
place because Tufts students
are expected to display better behavior than the general
population.
“You hope admissions did
a good job in looking at who’s
applying to Tufts, and that
their decision of who can be
here includes their character,”
Reitman said.
Reitman pointed to events
like the Issam M. Fares Lecture
Series, which, though seated,
has metal detectors in part
because it is widely promoted
off campus.
ALAS
President
Rafael
Artiles, a senior, said that this
provision in the metal detector policy concerning off-campus attendees, however, tends
to apply to after-parties for
minority culture shows.

“We rely highly on people
coming from off campus to make
these events successful, because
there’s a small number of people
[that are part of these cultures]
on this campus,” Ramirez said.
PAA
President
Kristen
Johnson, a sophomore, said
that culture show after-parties
are the only opportunities for
African-American and Latino
students to attend parties with
other students sharing their
backgrounds.
“There aren’t a lot of options
for black and Latino students
unless you want to go to the [fraternities], which are predominantly white,” Johnson said. “If I
want to go to a party where there
are people of my background, I
[usually] have to go off campus.”
Ramirez also said that the
number of police officers at culture show after-parties is greater
than at other events.
“There are too many officers in light of the fact that we
already have metal detectors,”
Ramirez said.
Ramirez said the combination of the metal detectors and
large number of officers create
the impression of a threatening
environment.
“When you have all these officers, they’re supposed to be creating a sense of security … but
in doing that, they make you
feel that it’s generally an unsafe
place,” Ramirez said.
Keith said the number of
officers required for an event
depends on the expected audience size, whether the event was

MBTA to avoid fare hikes for commuters
MBTA
continued from page 1

new projects exceeds the provisions from
tax revenues, according to Pesaturo. This
has led the MBTA to amass a debt of nearly
$5.5 billion.
“If you add interest payments to the principal, the T owes $8.6 billion,” Pesaturo
said. “That is the largest debt burden of any
transportation agency in the country.”
Much of this debt has been accumulated
over the past 20 years as the agency borrowed
funds to launch capital projects. Pesaturo cited
the extension of the Red Line from Harvard to
Alewife, the creation of the Greenbush Line
and the purchase of an entirely new bus fleet
as examples of such projects. All of the loans
came from floated revenue bonds.
An anticipated drop in ridership rates due
to the poor state of the economy is listed in
the budget summary as another reason for
the projected revenue drop.
The MBTA is currently developing a refinancing plan to compensate for the shortfall and to avoid accruing further debt.
Pesaturo explained that concerns about
sustaining rider loyalty and recognition of
the pressure of the economic climate on
commuters prompted the MBTA to avoid
placing a heavier ticket-price burden on
the public.
“We’re getting through the next fiscal year
without increasing fares,” Pesaturo said.
“Our budget department developed a plan
that avoids service cuts because we know
that those are painful for riders.”
To cope with the budget shortfall, the
MBTA has chosen to consolidate some of
the functions of the transportation system
instead of hiking fares. The Orange and Blue
Lines of the T network, for example, will
switch from having two MBTA attendants
on each train to just one, a measure most

train systems have already implemented.
All planned operational reductions will
lead to total savings of $6.6 million, which
will help to counteract unavoidable operational expenses.
The City of Boston is closely watching
the MBTA’s budgetary woes and its ongoing struggle to ensure that city dwellers
and all state citizens who depend on public
transportation do not suffer from service
cutbacks or severe fare hikes.
“Boston does not want a decrease in
service for its residents, as many of our
lower-income and immigrant residents are
dependent on public transportation and
don’t have a car,” Vineet Gupta, director
of planning for the Boston Transportation
Department, said. “We’re fighting to keep
this service for disadvantaged groups.”
Gupta sees the budget shortfall as a trend
that has over the past few years been persistently worsening. He agrees with the MBTA
that it would not be fair to raise prices suddenly, and said that a price hike would have
to wait at least until fiscal year 2012.
“There is a structural problem in the way
that the T’s budget is organized,” Gupta
said. “And this debt should be borne by the
Commonwealth, not the riders.”
According to MassDOT spokesman
Adam Hurtubise, the other divisions under
MassDOT, apart from the MBTA, are weathering the economic climate without comparable drastic budget woes.
Like the MBTA, other MassDOT divisions are keeping the public’s interests in
mind when making fiscal decisions for the
coming year.
“The Highway Division has no plans to
increase tolls,” Hurtubise said in an e-mail.
“It is moving forward on road and bridge
projects … but these projects are funded by
bonds, not as part of the operating budget.”

promoted off campus and the
nature of the location.
Events at the Mayer Campus
Center, Keith said, require extra
officers because there are two
entrances and two separate
social spaces — Hotung Café and
the Commons. He added, however, that the number of officers
at after-parties in the campus
center is not disproportionate to
other events like Winter Bash.
Tilton explained that the outside contractor from which Tufts
rents the metal detectors sends
its own staff, including two
operators per metal detector
and a supervisor. These individuals all dress in black as security
officers, which could create the
impression that there are more
police than there actually are.
Tilton added that event planners often overestimate the
number of attendees, leading TUPD to assign more officers than the size of the crowd
necessitates.
In such cases, Tilton said,
TUPD must assume that more
guests might come later. “What
happens if 300 people do show
up now, and I’ve sent four officers home?” he said.
ASO
President
Vivian
Mbawuike, a sophomore,
explained that determining
attendance for cultural events
or after-parties is difficult precisely because the presence of
off-campus attendees makes it
difficult to know in advance
what is happening at other
campuses.
This consideration forces

culture groups to overestimate
attendance rather than be forced
to kick people out, especially
those who have traveled to Tufts
from elsewhere.
Ramirez said that she has
observed similar cultural events
at other Boston-area schools that
do not have such high security
precautions, which make nonTufts students hesitant to attend
events on the Tufts campus.
“We are members of this community, and we should be able
to use these spaces without feeling targeted or criminalized,
which is something that people
do feel,” Ramirez said.
Both Mbawuike and Johnson
agreed that the extensive security at Tufts makes it difficult
to attract outsiders to events
because it makes Tufts seem
less welcoming.
Reitman, however, said that
the metal-detector policy was
created in response to a finding
that Tufts was the only school
in the greater Boston-area that
did not use metal detectors at
any events.
He emphasized that the four
culture groups were not the only
ones affected by the metal detector policy.
“I know there’s a perception of
‘why those four groups?’ But they
are not the only groups,” Reitman
said. “[The Fletcher School of
Law and Diplomacy] hosts some
social functions very similar to
the Caribbean Club parties, and
they have metal detectors too, so
it’s really the type of event and
how it’s advertised.”

AEPi brothers must find alternative
housing while repairs are made
HOUSE
continued from page 1

McCarthy said that the fire department
officials decided that the residence was not
suitable for occupation due to the faulty
alarm. “Somerville Fire determined that the
house could not be occupied,” he said.
Stein explained that the entire alarm
system had to be turned off, meaning that
the residents had to temporarily evacuate
the building.
“We have an old fire alarm system, and it
had to be shut down,” he said. “They had to
shut down the whole system and couldn’t
shut only one fire alarm off. Until that’s fixed,
we can’t be living in the house.”
Dean of Student Affairs Bruce Reitman,
who is currently serving as the interim director of fraternity and sorority affairs, further
explained that the problem was largely due
to water damage.
“I know they’ve been told they can’t be
in there and that the repairs include a lot of
what was said to be water getting into the
house through a roof problem, and it came
down through the walls into the electrical
and safety panels,” Reitman said. “Until all of
that can be repaired, they’ve been told they
can’t live there.”
McCarthy said that the residents had
to find alternative accommodations. “All
the students were given the choice of
finding some friends to stay with or
getting alternative housing through the
university,” he said.
Stein said that most residents were currently living with friends both on and off
campus. “The brothers are living in friends’
houses and dormitories,” he said.
The landlord of the house was notified,

along with a health inspector who inspected
the house later the same day.
McCarthy said the date on which the
students could move back to the house was
uncertain. “As of now, they have no place to
live,” he said. “The health inspector is the
only one who can give them authority to go
back in there.”
Stein said that the landlord is working
on repairing the house, and until then the
brothers will not be able to return.
“We don’t know when we can move
back in,” he said. “It’s whenever the system
is fixed.”
In the meantime, Reitman added that
some of the members of AEPi are talking to
the Office of Residential Life and Learning
about renting space in dormitories until they
can move back in.
“The fall is always tight, but [in] the spring,
because of study abroad and the prevalence
of it, there’s usually some flexibility [for] when
things like this arrive,” he said.
Brothers living in the Delta Upsilon
house also had to leave their residence last
Sunday after a health inspector from the
Somerville Board of Health shut it down
due to health concerns.
Reitman explained that the university had
nothing to do with the decisions about the
houses involved.
“The closure of both of those facilities was
not by the university’s safety officials; it was
by the city, and so the city has to re-inspect
them and give them permission to reoccupy the space once they’re satisfied that the
identified problems have been addressed,”
he said.
Corinne Segal and Ellen Kan contributed
reporting to this article.
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For professors, giving easy grades can
mean receiving good ones
BY

ALLIE WAHRENBERGER

ROMY OLTUSKI | WORD UP

Strangers
on a train

Contributing Writer

A recent Kaplan Test Prep survey showed
that almost half of college students use
Web sites like RateMyProfessors.com to
select classes that are rated as easy, which
may be a factor in grade inflation at colleges across the nation.
Jeff Olson, vice president of research at
Kaplan Test Prep, said that the effects of professor rating sites have been underreported
in the analysis of grade inflation over the past
two decades. The average public university
GPA has risen from 2.93 in 1991 to 3.11 in
2006, while the average GPA for private universities has risen from 3.09 to 3.30.
“College is competitive — getting into law,
medical and graduate school is competitive,”
Olson told the Daily.
Some suspect that this grade inflation has
been occurring over the past decade in part
because students seek easy classes through
professor-rating Web sites. Grade inflation is
a growing issue, as graduate school admissions officers struggle to assess students
based on their GPA.
Admissions officers look for a standard
by which they can fairly judge applicants,
Olson explained. “People have mixed feelings about standardized tests, but as grade
inflation occurs, people look more to tests for
a standard,” he said.
While 46 percent of the 1,229 college
students and recent graduates surveyed
used RateMyProfessors.com to select classes based on a professor’s “easy grading
reputation,” 77 percent of students chose
based on the prior comments by other
students, 70 percent chose based on the
“overall quality of a professor,” and 66 percent chose based on the “engaging teaching style of a professor.”
Sophomore Andrew Vidikan explained
that RateMyProfessors.com is useful for
choosing between sections of a class. “I don’t
think anyone really wants to take a class that
is extremely difficult when they could take
the same class with a different professor for a

I
RATEMYPROFESSORS.COM

A recent study by Kaplan shows that students might be more forgiving to professors who
give out easy A’s.
“The ratings on it are a little biased, because
better grade,” he said.
While there is speculation that students mainly go there to complain, so the
RateMyProfessors.com enables students to reviews may not exactly be accurate about
find professors that grade less harshly, the what goes on in the class,” Vidikan said.
Only eight percent of students visit
Web site is certainly not the only resource
that students turn to when selecting a course. RateMyProfessors.com to write reviews of
“I haven’t used RateMyProfessors. Most of professors, which, Olson explained, could
the time I talk to my friends who are also pre- account for some of the site’s unreliability.
“There is a small reviewing group compared
med,” sophomore Adrian Banerji said.
While students do have some choices to the large number of people who read the
as to what classes they take, some have reviews, so the small minority has a lot of
less flexibility because certain majors have influence,” he said.
Three percent of students surveyed said
required courses.
“I feel like the structure of academic pro- a professor’s “hotness” rating was a factor
gramming in the engineering school is such in their course selection. Olson called the
that sites like RateMyProfessors.com don’t “hotness” option of RateMyProfessors.com
really alter our choices in classes, because a “dark side” of the Web site, and he was glad
we don’t really have choices in classes,” that only a small percentage of students was
sophomore engineering student Victor influenced by this factor.
“Rating the attractiveness of the teachers
Minden said.
Even though many students use Web can be kind of cruel,” Olson said.
The survey was based on responses
sites like RateMyProfessors.com, the survey
showed that on a scale of one to 10, with one by college students and recent graduates
being “not at all reliable” and 10 being “very from both U.S. and Canadian colleges
reliable,” the average rating for the Web site’s that had concentrations in either pre-law
or pre-med.
reliability was only 5.8.

ST. PATRICK’S DAY EVENTS AROUND
TOWN
House of Blues
15 Lansdowne St., Boston
The Irish rock group Dropkick Murphys
will be performing. Doors open at 6
p.m.
The Paradise Rock Club
967 Commonwealth Ave., Boston
The music club will be hosting a 10th
Anniversary celebration of the 2000 cult
classic “The Boondock Saints,” featuring
comedy and music performances. Doors
open at 6 p.m.
The Burren
247 Elm St., Somerville
The Davis Square Irish pub will be open
starting at 7 a.m. to accommodate St.
Patrick’s Day revelers.

COURTESY LAMBERT MATHIAS, CC

Native Bostonians and Tufts students alike will be celebrating St. Patrick’s Day in one of
America’s most Irish cities.

It’s a little easier to be green
Jumbos will be in Boston for St. Patrick’s Day
BY

ROBIN CAROL

Daily Editorial Board

Prepare to be pinched. For the first
time in recent history, Tufts will be in
session for St. Patrick’s Day, meaning
that students can take advantage of
one of Boston’s favorite holidays.
“It’s always spring break so it’s exciting we finally get to be in Boston,”
senior Lisa Tse said. “It doesn’t make
such a difference whether or not
you’re 21.”

With a week-long celebration complete with parades, concerts and
green beers on tap, students seem
excited to experience the Irish holiday. One of the holiday’s most famous
aspects is the St. Patrick’s Day Parade
in South Boston, which was held on
Sunday.
“We were going to go into Boston
but the weather was just horrible, so
we couldn’t,” senior Kara Sarrel said.

PJ Ryan’s
239 Holland St., Somerville
The Teele Square pub will open for the
day’s celebrations a little a bit later than
the Burren, at 9 a.m.
Tommy Doyle’s
96 Winthrop St., Cambridge
The Harvard Square pub will be having its
fifth annual Celtic Festival. The doors will
open at 8 a.m. for an Irish breakfast and
live Irish music from noon onward.
Somerville Theatre
Davis Square
The Davis Square mainstay will be hosting
an Irish Film Festival from March 25 to 28.
“The Usual Suspects” (1995) star Gabriel
Byrne will be attending for a screening of
the biographical documentary “Gabriel
Byrne: Stories from Home.”
— compiled by Carter Rogers

see ST. PATRICK’S, page 4

f you’ve ever bought a postcard in California,
you know that, for most people, the idea of
Hollywood can be summed up by a single
overused, emblematic image: nine 45-foot
letters presiding over Cahuenga Peak that,
together, make up the Hollywood sign.
But the sign was not actually built to welcome awestruck visitors to a land of celebrity
and, in fact, did not even read “Hollywood”
until well into the 1940s and well after the
Hollywood film industry’s golden age.
In 1923, L.A. Times publisher Harry
Chandler — much more concerned with real
estate than filmmaking — commissioned the
sign to advertise his local development project,
“Hollywoodland.” Not surprisingly, the giant
letters also spelled out “Hollywoodland.”
Unfortunately for Chandler, the Great
Depression ushered in a series of tragedies for Hollywoodland and its epic billboard. First, financial hardship befell the
Hollywoodland project, and the development was abandoned, though its sign still
stood erect over the hill. Soon, however,
the sign became a site of decay as well. In
1932, failed actress Peg Entwistle committed
suicide by climbing the “H” and plunging
to her death; in 1940 the sign’s caretaker
crashed his car into the “H” while intoxicated, destroying the letter completely.
By then, the advertisement-turned-landmark had fallen into the hands of the city
government, and in 1949 the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce decided to give it
some much-needed TLC. Offering to take
down the last four letters in return for repairing the first eight, the Chamber saved the
attraction and no doubt revolutionized the
California vacation souvenir.
As for the history of the area, the town
of Hollywood has no special ties to the creation of the motion picture. Throughout the
late 1890s, when the first movies were being
made, New York, not L.A., was the mecca of
filmmaking. Meanwhile, Hollywood was a
quiet farming community whose land was
acquired by a man named Harvey Wilcox in
1887. Some think that the Wilcoxes named
their estate after the area’s wildlife. Most,
however, seem to agree that Harvey’s wife,
somewhat of a copycat, overheard a nearby
passenger on a train talking about her holiday estate, “Hollywood,” and thought it had
a ring to it.
But let’s fast-forward to 1927, by which
point the major film studios had settled into
old Hollywood farmhouses and “movies” —
short for “moving pictures” — and even their
descendents,“talkies,” had already become the
industry of the land. That year, the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, founded
just one year earlier, invited the first Academy
Award-winning celebrities to walk down the
Red Carpet and receive their awards, a historical ceremony we all took part in last week.
Well — not all of us. With Greenwich Mean
Time to blame, I was frantically looking up
award results the morning after they were
broadcast, hoping, against all odds, that “Up”
had stolen Best Picture. When I was directed
to Oscars.com, I couldn’t help but interrupt
my train of thought to think: Who the hell is
Oscar, anyway? The most popularly told tale,
it turns out, is that an executive director of the
Academy, Margaret Herrick, thought that the
statuette looked like her uncle Oscar — which
is strange, given that the figure’s only defining
characteristics are its crossed arms and lean,
muscular physique — but the name stuck.
Now, searching for a Web site that will let
me watch the ceremony a week too late, I can’t
promise I won’t be temporarily mesmerized
by the show of glitz and glamour and evening
wear that costs more than the country’s average per capita income. But when the final
round of applause brings the night’s voyeurism to an end, it’s nice to have in mind that
even a world built up to be the untouchable
zenith of glory really just comes down to
Uncle Oscar and strangers on a train.

Romy Oltuski is a junior majoring in
English. She can be reached at Romy.
Oltuski@tufts.edu.
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Students prepare for the first St.
Patrick’s Day at Tufts in years
ST. PATRICK’S
continued from page 3

Although the parade was still held,
inclement weather deterred many
potential visitors.
“It’s a shame the St. Patrick’s Day
parade was [Sunday]. If the weather
was nice, I may have gone,” senior
Zach Etkind said.
Despite the fact that the actual holiday falls on a Wednesday, at a time
when many students have midterms,
there still seem to be plenty who are
willing to put the books down for a
little while.
“A lot of my friends do have plans.
Someone is going to a Celtics game
which he is extremely excited for,
and some people are going to restaurant week. People are going places
and doing things, unlike me, because
I’m studying for midterms, which is
pathetic,” freshman Alexa Stevens said.
“I feel like people are more into it
because it’s the last week before spring
break, and a lot of people are finished
with their midterms. It’s a reason to get
dressed up, wear green and do a lot of
things.”
Junior Chris Flaherty has fond memories of past St. Patrick’s days and is
excited to enjoy the holiday at Tufts.
“It has dual significance, because
I’m very proud of my Irish heritage —
all my grandparents are originally from
Ireland, so it’s important to them and
to Irish Catholics, and it also has significance because I have good memories of my high school friends and
going into Southie,” he said. “This year
I plan on finishing my midterm, drinking a couple beers and keeping the
house fully stocked with Bailey’s and
Jameson’s.”
Etkind also was looking forward to
drinking some Irish beer.
“Wednesday I get out of class around
three, and that’s my last class of the
week. I plan on consuming a lot of
alcohol with friends and getting rowdy

but not trying to cause any problems,”
he said. “I might go to The Burren
and get some Irish food and drink
a few Guinnesses. I’m a huge fan of
Guinness, so St. Patrick’s Day gives me
an opportunity to indulge.”
One of the closest Irish pubs to Tufts,
The Burren will be welcoming the holiday bright and early. For those willing to
set their alarms, the doors will open at 7
a.m. to accommodate local festivities.
“I think that because we’re on a college campus people will want to drink
on St. Patrick’s Day. Other than for
those of Irish heritage, I don’t think it’s
any more special than any other drinking day,” freshman Gabriel Nicholas
said.
But there are plenty of ways to celebrate the holiday without imbibing. Boston is steeped in history, and
there’s no better day than March 17 to
see the Irish influence on the city. The
Boston Irish Heritage Trail is a selfguided tour that begins at the Rose
Kennedy Garden and ends at Fenway
Park. Maps that lay out the sites are
available at the Boston Common visitor center or at the Prudential Center
and more information is available at
IrishHeritageTrail.com.
And for those who can’t get enough
Ireland this week, the Irish Film
Festival, from March 25-28, will screen
several current films coming out of
Ireland. A series of Irish shorts will
screen at the Somerville Theatre, with
free receptions at Orleans and The
Burren to follow.
But for the most part, students will
be content to spend Wednesday having
fun with other Jumbos.
“At least [for seniors], people are
more excited to celebrate, and Boston
is known for St. Patrick’s Day, and it’s
known for having a lot of spirit,” Sarrel
said. “It’s our first year being 21 in
Boston on St. Patrick’s Day so you have
to do something. I think it will be a
good day/night.”

CELEBRATE,
SCHMOOZE & EAT!
PASSOVER @ TUFTS HILLEL
MARCH 29 – APRIL 6, 2010
Five Seders* to choose from!
Free kosher for Passover food most days!
Lead your own Seder workshop!
Premium Passover Parcels for DIY Seders!

FIRST SEDER IS MONDAY NIGHT AFTER SPRING BREAK!
Visit www.tuftshillel.org for more information
and to register for Seders and meals.

*
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INTERVIEW | CHADWICK MATLIN

Tufts alum Chadwick Matlin dishes on the
final season of ‘Lost’
BY

HANORAH VANNI

Contributing Writer

Hanorah Vanni: What’s your general impression of season six so far?
Chadwick Matlin: Oh, goodness. I’ve been
pleased but … skeptical. I think watching it
on DVD after the fact will be the best way of
taking it in. I think the medium of watching
ISNNEWS.NET

“Lost” has intrigued viewers all over the nation, especially Tufts alum Chadwick Matlin.

MOVIE REVIEW

Unexpected laughs abound
in ‘She’s Out of My League’
BY

DAVID MERGENS
Daily Staff Writer

At some point, everyone imagines
what it would be like to date a person who is out of his or her league.

She’s Out of My League
Director Jim Field Smith’s witty new

Starring Jay Baruchel, Alice Eve,
Krysten Ritter, T.J. Miller
Directed by Jim Field Smith
comedy, “She’s Out of My League,”
explores this concept with clever writing and a solid cast.
The film follows Kirk (Jay Baruchel),
an airport security guard with an unsupportive family and an ex-girlfriend who
won’t come back to him. Everything is
going wrong in his life until he meets
Molly (Alice Eve), a gorgeous party planner who accidentally leaves her phone
at airport security. When he recovers her
phone, she thanks Kirk by inviting him
to a party she’s throwing. Before long the
two start dating, and Kirk’s friends, family and ex-girlfriend are baffled trying to
figure out why Molly would be interested
in Kirk.
“She’s Out of My League” feels like
a collage of similar comedies in which
many of the situations, characters and

gags are inspired or taken from films
like “Knocked Up” (2007) and “American
Pie” (1999). The plot is predictable, but
the writing is clever enough to provide
conventional situations and jokes with
unconventional endings. Audiences
anticipate a punch line only to see it
thrown in a completely different and
new direction.
Baruchel — of “Tropic Thunder” (2008)
and “Knocked Up” fame — is perhaps the
most recognizable actor in the cast. He
gives an honest portrayal of an ordinary
guy who won the dating lottery and is
struggling with the implications. He is a
genuinely funny, likeable guy with zero
self-esteem. When he’s with Molly, Kirk
is constantly waiting for something to go
wrong due to his lack of confidence, which
creates problems for him later on.
Eve is equally convincing as Molly, a
smart, sweet, gorgeous bombshell. She
effectively toes the line between the girl
next door and a sex bomb, seemingly
unaware of the effect she has on everyone around her. In fact, if there is one
flaw with her character, it is that she has
no real flaws. Conflict arises during the
film when she is called perfect by other
characters. She rightly argues that no
one should be put on a pedestal, but
from the audience and Kirk’s perspective, Molly is perfect.
see LEAGUE, page 6

INTERVIEW | ALICE EVE AND
KRYSTEN RITTER

‘She’s Out of My
League’ stars
discuss dating
BY

DAVID MERGENS
Daily Staff Writer

“She’s Out of My League,” starring Alice
Eve and Krysten Ritter, is a new comedy
about an average guy who manages to
date a gorgeous woman. In her potential
breakout role, Eve plays Molly, the leading beauty, alongside her co-star Ritter
(“Breaking Bad” and “Veronica Mars,”
2004-2006) as Molly’s best friend, Patty.
The Daily participated in a roundtable
inteview with both actresses to talk about
the 10 scale, bad dates and snuggling.
Question: You’ve both been on the road
for a while promoting this movie. Is this
the longest promotional tour you have
been on?
Krysten Ritter: Yeah, this is the biggest
promotional tour that we’ve done. It’s pretty full on. We get up really early, do radio
shows, TV interviews, then hop on a plane
and go to a screening in another city. It’s
pretty fun and surreal that Paramount is
shipping us around. They must really like
the movie.
Q: You [Alice Eve] have an incredibly thick
British accent. Did you have any problems
adjusting to an American character?
Alice Eve: No, not really. It varies from
person to person. I grew up in California
and went to school there, so it was pretty
easy. I do find the Boston accent very hard
to do. I’ve been trying to copy our driver. I
think I’m going to practice it on the train
to New York.
Q: What was it like working with Jay
Baruchel?
AE: It was really great; he’s a talented guy.
He’s definitely not a five. He’s not nearly
as uncoordinated as he is in the movie.
He’s played socially awkward characters
in movies like “Knocked Up” (2007) and
“Tropic Thunder” (2008), but he’s really
smart and funny in real life.
Q: What did you do in your time off while
shooting the film?
KR: Alice and I would hit strip clubs on the
streets of Pittsburgh. On our days off, we

ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Definitely not the Fantastic Four…

A halt to
salt

S

After six seasons on the airwaves, the
worldwide television phenomenon “Lost” is
currently in the middle of its final season.
Tufts alumnus and blogger Chadwick Matlin
(LA ’07) writes about this complex show in his
weekly column on Slate.com. As an undergrad, Matlin brought “Lost” into academia by
co-teaching an Experimental College course
centered on the show. The Daily talked with
Matlin about his online blog, the life of a
television drama and the complexities of one
of TV’s most dynamic shows. If you are at all
concerned about “Lost” spoilers, however,
then you might not want to read Matlin’s
insights until you are completely caught up.

see LOST, page 7

CARYN HOROWITZ |
THE CULTURAL CULINARIAN

see INTERVIEW, page 6

eth Meyers missed a golden opportunity on “Saturday Night Live’s” (SNL)
Weekend Update to bring the salt.
Seeing as Weekend Update is the
only thing I find funny on SNL anymore, I
usually just watch clips online on Sunday
morning so I don’t have to suffer through
the entire show. This weekend, however, I
anxiously waited to see what the SNL team
would do with what I considered to be a
piece of New York food news so outrageous
that it was worthy of a “Really?! With Seth”
segment. I thought that things were going
to be perfect: Seth introduced the “Really?!”
bit and had none other than Jerry Seinfeld
as a special guest. I was pumped. But to my
chagrin, Seth and Jerry did not talk about
food, but about the Eric Massa sex scandal
that forced the Representative from New
York out of Congress.
Sure, a national political fiasco might
provide more fodder for the writers at SNL
than food, but really, Seth, really? How
could you not give Brooklyn Assemblyman
Felix Ortiz’s ridiculous proposed salt ban a
quality “Really?!” smack down?
So yes, I did literally mean “bring the
salt” to SNL.
Ortiz introduced Assembly Bill A10129
in Albany on March 5, which states that
“No owner or operator of a restaurant in
this state shall use salt in any form in the
preparation of any food for consumption
by customers of such restaurant.” Ortiz is
essentially proposing a total ban of a fundamental ingredient in a state with one of
the biggest restaurant centers in the world
— complete with a fine up to $1,000 for
every violation of the bill — all in the name
of protecting the health of his constituents.
(Hopefully my SNL dreams are clear now,
particularly my excitement when I saw
Seinfeld sitting next to Seth. I was praying
for some good-quality “What’s the deal
with the salt?” jokes.)
The more I think about the bill, the more
ludicrous it seems. Ignoring the fact that
absolutely no chef would actually agree to
comply with the ban, it is impossible to
enforce. The language of the bill is extremely
vague, and the entire concept raises too
many questions. How would out-of-restaurant ingredients play into this ban? If a
restaurant used stocks, cured meats or pickled vegetables prepared out-of-house that
contain salt, would it no longer be able to
buy and serve those ingredients? And what
about chain restaurants that have virtually
everything on their menus shipped to them
from a corporate manufacturer? Would a
salad dressing served at a franchise in New
York have to be saltless and therefore different from the same dressing at the same
establishment in the other 49 states? Salt
is also a crucial ingredient in unexpected
places, such as bread and pastry dough.
Getting rid of salt means getting rid of pretty
much everything on a menu.
Every New York chef, foodie and politician from chef Tom Colicchio to Mayor
Michael Bloomberg has called out Ortiz
on the implausibility of the bill since it
was proposed. If the ban is so ridiculous
and clearly not possible to implement,
then why did Ortiz waste taxpayer dollars
to draft Bill A10129? Ortiz told the Times
Union of Albany that his father’s health
problems caused him to call for a ban on
salt; he discussed how his father excessively ate salty food his entire life, leading
to high blood pressure and, ultimately, a
heart attack.
The bill clearly won’t pass, but it has
brought issues of high salt intake to the
mainstream media, so maybe it was all
a publicity ploy. Ortiz shouldn’t use state
legislation as a way to raise awareness for a
pet food project.
And Seth, I am expecting some appropriate “Really?!” airtime this weekend.

Caryn Horowitz is a senior majoring in
history. She can be reached at Caryn.
Horowitz@tufts.edu.
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‘Landmarks’ uses various
media to analyze art
BY

MEAGAN MAHER
Daily Staff Writer

Walking into a room full of bronze sculptures, oil paintings, sketches, photographs
and woodcuts, it is difficult to understand

Landmarks of World Art and
Architecture
At the Teaching Gallery, through
May 9
Harvard Art Museum
485 Broadway Cambridge, MA
(617) 495-9400
what this disparate collection of artwork
has in common. The pieces are created by
artists of diverse ethnicities from all different time periods and are made from a wide
array of media.
“Landmarks of World Art and
Architecture” is an exhibit on display in
the Harvard Art Museum that presents this
array of pieces. It is the current installation
in the Teaching Gallery at the Arthur M.
Sackler Museum, a room in the museum
that displays artwork that typically corresponds to a class being taught at the
time. The class that this exhibit is linked to
teaches undergraduates various methods
of analyzing art, as the different works are
meant to provide a variety of subjects with
which to practice.
Even if one isn’t an undergraduate student at Harvard enrolled in this class, it is
still possible to get a lot out of the exhibit.
Some of the questions that are proposed
to students taking the class are included in
the description of the exhibit. This inclusion of outsiders is a nice touch because
it gives visitors something to think about,
allowing them to explore their own ideas
and opinions as they peruse the exhibit.
Some of the things to ponder while
perusing the exhibit include how the medium contributes to the message of the art,
the messages the different works convey,
the context of each piece and who the artist
is. Of course, it isn’t required to give oneself
a homework assignment while at the gallery in order to enjoy it, as the collection is
engaging enough on its own.
A particularly interesting piece is the ornate
plaster painted gold that is part of the decorative wall found inside Chicago’s Schiller

Building/Garrick Theatre. Titled “Star-Pod
Design from Proscenium Vault” (1891-92),
the most intriguing part of this work is that
it was designed by one of Chicago’s most
famous architects — Louis Henry Sullivan.
When people think of architecture, they usually think of the structure of buildings; most
people do not have the opportunity to get a
close-up look at the ornate designs that usually decorate very high ceilings.
Another work worth mentioning is
“Untitled” (1929) by Marianne Brandt,
which is essentially a photo-montage of
newspaper clippings with accents of plastic, glass and metal. There are five different
women facing all different directions, a
zebra and a giraffe. These subjects combine
with other images, materials and symbols
in a way that results in confusion as to what
the meaning of the artwork is. Perhaps
Brandt is trying to suggest something
about the relationship between nature and
the more artificial world of fashion.
Overall, “Landmarks” is an interesting
exhibit, but the layout is not ideal. There
are many works of art crammed into one
small room. This would not be as much
of an issue if each piece had a plaque by it
providing further information and details.
Instead, there is a sticker with a number
on it next to all but one of the pieces. In
order to find out about a certain painting
or sculpture, people need to walk over to
a white plaque buried in the corner that
has all the information. While walking
back and forth in such a small room is
not terrible, it isn’t very convenient for
museum visitors.
Besides the exhibit itself, the atmosphere
is also fun to be in on a Saturday morning,
when a decent number of Harvard professors and students can be found discussing
the artwork. Eavesdropping on professors
can be informative, and overhearing a student trying to impress a peer by using lofty
language can be pretty entertaining. At the
very least, walking around the museum will
make visitors feel scholarly.
“Landmarks of World Art and
Architecture” will be at the Harvard Art
Museum until May 9. It is located on
the fourth floor of the Arthur M. Sackler
Museum at 485 Broadway. Student discount
tickets are available with free admission on
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. with
a Tufts University (or any Massachusetts
school) I.D.
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Actresses talk dating out of their league
INTERVIEW
continued from page 5

in the movie. Have you guys been on any
awkward dates lately?

would snuggle in bed together and watch TV.
AE: It was a lot like being in college again. I
loved to get in bed and snuggle.
KR: Also, T.J. Miller is a stand-up comedian,
so he would gig around pretty much every
night. He is a very ambitious guy. We got to
Pittsburgh, and he knew where all of the comedy clubs were. So we went to see him a lot;
that was a fun time. We would take cast field
trips to Dave & Buster’s, which I thought was
for children, until I looked over and everyone
was drinking and smoking. I actually won
tons of stuff playing the arcade games.
Q: You’ve done a lot of work on television,
Krysten.What’s the biggest difference between
that and film?
KR: The main difference is that television
takes less time for shooting. There are lots of
great material and creative voices in cable
television right now, so I found some really
interesting stuff, like “Breaking Bad.” I’m also
doing a new show called “Gravity” about suicide. The shows also complement the films
you’re doing. Because we shot this movie two
years ago and it hasn’t come out yet, since
then I’ve done lots of other projects. TV helps
make the process quicker, where you could
shoot something, and it airs three weeks later.
It’s more immediate, and it’s a way to have my
foot in everything.
Q: Do you [Krysten] have a preference for
either?
KR: I like doing movies and cable TV. It’s very
similar because cable is a shorter schedule,
whereas big network shows shoot 22 episodes, so it’s about 10 months of work. A
movie is about three months, cable is three
months, and you get to cram more in that
way. It suits my personality because I like to
do it all.
Q: There are lots of awkward date moments

AE: I have a friend who went on [a] date with
this girl a while ago. She said she was getting
up to go to the restroom. He’s waiting, five
minutes goes by, and he sees her outside hailing a cab. She must have hated the date so
much she just left.
KR: I can’t really remember the last time I
dated. Well actually, I dated a guy about 100
years ago in New York. We met at a party, he
came up to me, gave me rose and got my
phone number. I thought it was very sweet,
but then he turned out to be a total stalker.
Q: How do you judge someone on the 10
scale?
AE: We don’t really like rating people; it’s brutal. Actually, everywhere we go now we’re
being asked to rate people. Someone will
come up to us and ask, “Is she a 10? What do
you think?” It’s hard to rate somebody like
that. Someone who is a 10 in the morning
can be a one in the evening, you know what
I mean? For boys, we decided what’s important is being funny, talented and able to do
manual labor. I think guys use the scale more
than girls though.
Q: Have you ever dated someone who was
out of your league?
AE: Yeah, I’m dating someone out of my
league right now.
KR: Yeah I think I’m reaching a little. Well, I
don’t know. He’s better looking than I am, but
I’m a good time.
AE: I don’t think you’re reaching.
KR: But he’s really good looking.
AE: He is good looking, but I don’t think you’re
reaching. I think he’s reaching really hard.
KR: Alice Eve, everyone.

ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Alice Eve and Krysten Ritter play best friends.

Real chemistry exists between nerdy,
nice guy and girl-next-door bombshell
LEAGUE
continued from page 5

HARVARDARTMUSEUM.ORG

Harvard Art Museum showcases Marianne Brandt’s photo montage “Untitled [with Anna
May Wong]” (1929).

Kirk’s group of friends and co-workers
played by T.J. Miller, Mike Vogel and Nate
Torrence will also seem familiar to audiences. Vogel and Torrence are effective in
their roles, but Miller, who plays Kirk’s
friend Stainer, emerges as the unlikely star.
Miller is hilarious in every one of his scenes,
and yet manages to convey a character far
more complicated than one would expect
to find with such a role. Krysten Ritter is
another pleasant surprise as Molly’s best
friend Patty. She manages to be likeable
despite her icy personality, and her deliveries are some of the finest in the film.
Unfortunately, the comedic scenes
involving Kirk and his family are less
successful, coming off as annoying and
uncomfortable. One of the funniest and
most gratifying scenes is when Kirk finally
tells his family members how horrible they
are, but this payoff isn’t worth the time
spent focused on these characters who are
essentially one-dimensional caricatures.
The great chemistry between Baruchel

and Eve that makes audiences believe in
Kirk and Molly’s relationship is key to the
overall effect of the film. The film poses the
question, “Why would a 10 (Molly) go for
a five (Kirk)?” and proposes that one can’t
view people and relationships on a numerical scale. The film shows that someone
being out of one’s league is a defeatist philosophy, but it does not answer the question
of why Molly would fall for Kirk. It seems to
be content with asserting there is no reason
why she couldn’t fall for him. Although this
may make the film less credible to some
moviegoers, audiences can’t deny the sparks
between the leading couple.
Ultimately, the film entertains with its
strong overall cast. Many of the jokes are
recycled, but the script manages to be
original with some creative surprises. The
film is a direct descendant of the many
Judd Apatow films of the past few years.
While the Apatowian “She’s Out of My
League” is not at the level of its predecessors, it is an unexpectedly fun comedy
with plenty of laughs and enjoyable characters that audiences will love.
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Matlin outlines core power struggle in plot of epic series
LOST

beginning, middle and end.

continued from page 5

it once a week is at times a disservice to the writers, who are writing
the full season with the long view
of what happened up to five to 10
episodes before. That can kind of get
lost when you’re watching it week
to week.
HV: What types of things do you
focus on in each episode when you
blog about the show on Slate.com?
CM: I take notes during the episodes, but I think for me it’s zeroing
in on things referenced in past episodes. I think that’s where the meat
of things [is] explained. When something is referenced without a full
flashback, all of a sudden you realize
it’s a red flag to pay more attention
because a question from, say, season one is going to be answered.
I also focus on character development, ironies and parallels between
different characters or in a character’s past, especially since we now
have two different timelines on the
show. A lot of that stuff is coming
into play. I also just take down any
funny quotes or something that I
can use in my writing.
HV: In 2007, Lost producers
announced that the series would
end with season six. How do you
think this decision to impose an
end date so early on has affected
the show?
CM: For the better. At that point
in season three, [Lost] was a very
ambling enterprise. I think they
had their endgame in mind, but
they didn’t quite know when to
start getting there. At this point,
I think you can see other shows
on TV that would have benefited from the same [restriction].
I don’t see how you can tell
a story without giving a clear

HV: You co-taught a class at Tufts
centered on “Lost.” When you were
teaching that class, what types of
things did you explore in your curriculum?
CM: I taught it with a friend of mine,
Ed Kalafarski, who graduated from
Tufts in 2006. He and I put together
a syllabus that was split into three
parts. The first part was focusing
on the business of TV and what it
takes to create a show in a hypermediated age. The second part was
treating “Lost” as a narrative entity.
So, just like you would sit down in
an English class and think about, for
example, [James Joyce’s] “Ulysses”
or Philip Roth, there’s no reason you
can’t apply [literary analysis] to a
television program that takes itself
moderately seriously. The final part
was focusing on the community [of
Lost] and all the ad hoc forums and
message boards around the show,
including Comic-Con and how
these communities are formed.
HV: Here are a few theory-related
questions; non-Losties, beware!
What do you think the numbers
mean?
CM: We’re led to believe they’re some
kind of filing system for Jacob. If
you’ve paid attention, which unfortunately I have, they were sort of
answered to be coefficients in this
thing called the Valenzetti Equation.
That was answered in this very odd
Internet scavenger hunt that ABC
put together between seasons two
and three. The reason [the numbers] have significance, and perhaps
some unluckiness, is because this
equation was supposed to predict
the end of the world.
HV: Jacob’s nemesis, who’s been presented under the monikers “Flocke,”

the “Man in Black” and “Esau,” has
been called “evil incarnate” by some
characters on the show. Do you think
this is true? Where do you think the
balance of good versus evil lies?
CM: Throughout the show, I don’t
think that “Lost” has presented us
with a single inherently good or evil
character, perhaps with the exception of Hurley or something. I think
there’s ambiguity on both sides, and
they’re both competing for what
they believe to be their own “right”
reasons.
HV: What do you think they’re competing for?
CM: Control or power is the goal, I
think. A lot of people may say that
destiny and favor are central themes
of this show, but I think for me, [the
main theme] is power and the pursuit and loss of it.
HV: Do you think the questions
about the numbers and other details
will really matter with regard to the
conclusion of the series, or will it
pan out more with regard to the
characters and the plot?
CM: I think certainly the latter. I
take the position that [the numbers] don’t matter that much;
therefore, they won’t matter for the
story. Whether someone is upset
that they didn’t get answers is a
separate question, but I think, in
the large scope of things, [the writers] want to talk about redemption and destiny and power, so I
don’t think things like the numbers
are going to really factor in that
much.
HV: What are your hopes or expectations for the final few episodes of
the series?
CM: I would really just like to under-

COURTESY OF CHADWICK MATLIN

Tufts alum Matlin combines his passion for writing and “Lost.”
stand where everyone’s allegiances
lie. I think with Widmore’s arrival [in
the most recent episode], we’re on
track to better understand where all
the players lie. As time goes forward,
I think one of my main expectations
is to be able to understand who’s
fighting for whom and what each
side is fighting for.

Join Chadwick Matlin tonight
at 8:30 p.m. in the Mayer
Campus Center Lounge for a
viewing and discussion of this
evening’s episode of “Lost.” The
event, “LOST at Tufts: Watch
and Learn,” is sponsored by the
Experimental College. Jacob
wants YOU to be there.
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The OCL is hiring
Event Staff!
Becoming an Event Staff member for the OCL is a
great way to support your peers at their programs.
Responsibilities include: set-up, clean-up, checking
IDs, selling tickets, crowd control, and enforcing
university policies. Most shifts are on nights and
weekends.
Please visit http://ocl.tufts.edu/?pid=19&c=15 for
more information, or contact Shelby Bleiweis at
shelby.bleiweis@tufts.edu.
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EDITORIAL | LETTERS

EDITORIAL

Proper implementation of education reform needed
President Barack Obama yesterday
announced his plan to overhaul the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2002. Rather than
continuing the previous act’s emphasis on students passing national standardized exams for reading and math
comprehension, Obama’s plan will focus
on preparing students for college and
careers. With this goal in mind, the president will encourage schools to broaden
their curricula beyond just emphasizing
reading and mathematics, the areas that
No Child Left Behind tracked. Obama’s
proposed overhaul of education policy
contains many much-needed improvements. However, the Obama administration’s execution and timing of this plan
may end up actually hurting its goals.
The proposed overhaul would address
many of the flaws of No Child Left Behind.
The main strength of the Obama administration’s education plan is that it redefines the goals of the American education system in a pragmatic light. Rather
than using standardized test results to
gauge students’ aptitude compared to
their peers’ each year, the administration is proposing to use testing to track
students’ individual progress from year
to year. This system comes closer to

ensuring that no child actually gets left
behind, since it follows students to make
sure that they consistently receive effective education instead of looking only at
a group of yearly test scores.
In order to produce math and reading test results and receive federal
funding under No Child Left Behind,
many schools have neglected programs
in science, history, art, physical education and other subjects. With his new
plan, President Obama will instead allow
schools to test a wider range of subjects
and incorporate the results in the evaluation of the school’s success. By allowing
schools to teach and test more than just
math and reading, students with strong
skills in the sciences, history, etc. will be
able to succeed by federal standards as
well. Test scores will more fairly reflect
schools’ success and students’ aptitude.
The administration’s plan lays out
new goals for each grade level based on
the college- and career-ready criterion.
Reasoning and research skills will be incorporated earlier and emphasized more.
The abilities to reason and argue different
opinions and to research to support ideas
are critical for success in college and in
the workplace. Although these skills are

not as easy to compress into the format of
a standardized test, they are more genuine indicators of a successful education,
and the administration deserves praise for
proposing this step.
However, President Obama’s education proposal faces major challenges in
the current political climate. Since the
bill is not expected to be presented to
Congress until August, it is unlikely to
receive attention, as legislators will be
caught up in preparing for the midterm
elections. Additionally, with Republicans
in Congress criticizing the president for
his health care bill, they are unlikely
to support what they will condemn as
another costly federal intervention.
The administration needs to reassess
its strategy in order to get this important education reform passed. If today’s
students are to succeed in college and in
the workplace in the future, we need to
change the standards by which we measure their learning. The president and his
advisors need to find a way to make the
importance of education reform clear to
a distracted and polarized Congress, or
else the inadequacies of No Child Left
Behind will continue to let American
schools stagnate.
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Midterms are the least of most people’s worries
BY

EDITORIAL BOARD
The Parthenon

The stress of midterms can get anybody down. It seems like everything
always comes at once. There is never
just one midterm or one paper; they
come in droves. When we are bogged
down with so much to do and can’t even
take a moment to rest on the weekends
without feeling guilty, it may feel like
we’re going through the worst thing in
the world.
But stop for a second and think. Maybe
this is the worst thing, but compared to
any number of problems the world gives,
that’s pretty sweet. In America, we are
blessed. We live in a democratic country
where the people are the ones who hold
the power and have the most protection, according to the U.S. Constitution
and the Bill of Rights. We can vote, drink
clean water, enjoy electricity and shop
at a handful of stores nearby that supply almost everything we need. We don’t
have to worry about living in fear or
extreme poverty. We have a voice, we

EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials that appear on this page are written by the editorialists, and individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and editorials
of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

can protest and we have the power to go
after what we want and make change.
Lots of people around the world don’t
even have these simple things that are
guaranteed to us.
One example is Sunday [March 7]’s
election in Iraq for its 325-member parliament. Despite risks, in which 38 people were killed by militants intending to
disrupt the elections, more than half the
population came out to vote. Some did
so as an act of defiance against terror
in their country, and some just wanted a government that would provide
the basics of food, water and security,
according to CNN.com.
Another example was the annual
Spring International Film Festival by the
Keith-Albee Theater [in West Virginia]
this weekend. One movie was from
Belgium titled “Burma VJ: Reporting
from a Closed Country.” It is about the
country of Burma and the powerful dictatorship that has held its citizens in
fear for more than 40 years, according to
The Herald-Dispatch. In 2007, Burmese
monks led a massive rebellion against

the government when it increased the
country’s oil prices as much as 66 percent. After a few months, however, the
movement was taken down, and some
of the revered monks and citizens were
killed for their protests.
Burma is ranked one of the 20 poorest countries in the world by the United
Nations and one in three children are
malnourished. The government spends
most of the country’s money on the
military. Food is very expensive and education funding is poor, according to the
Asian Human Rights Commission. The
people live without control and without
the power to change their circumstances. This can be very discouraging to feel
so helpless.
It’s crazy the world is so big that something as repressive as Burma’s dictatorship is happening at the same time we
wake up every morning with all the
freedom and prosperity that we have in
America. So, the next time midterms and
the stress of the semester have got you
down, just count yourself lucky, because
it could be so much worse.
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be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.
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Can Tufts pass the trayless test?
BY

CALLIE KOLBE

In this economy, I think all colleges are looking to cut costs.
We are already experiencing a sense of conservative spending
at Tufts. In addition, one lesson that seems to be emerging is
that “green” campus initiatives are really gaining momentum
precisely because they can help improve a university’s spending efficiency.
One such initiative is trayless dining.
I took the Experimental College’s class “Environmental
Action: Shifting from Saying to Doing” this past fall. As a
class we used the campus as a laboratory for learning about
sustainability, and as part of the class requirements we
worked on a group project to improve the environmental
performance of the university. Trayless dining seemed to be
a great place to start. As individuals, we made it a personal
challenge to not take a tray ourselves. As the fall semester
progressed, we soon became aware that many Tufts students were “going trayless” too and were finding that it was
a lot easier than they anticipated.
We initially viewed the initiative as primarily an environmental measure; however, we were discovering that removing
trays as a central element of cafeteria dining could open the
door to a much broader web of benefits.
The challenge really is quite straightforward. In dining halls
that feature all-you-can-eat meals, people tend to put more
food on their trays than they actually eat. And why not? When
taking an additional food item carries no extra cost to the
student, the incentive is to over-consume. The result is that a
tremendous quantity of food ends up in the trash. In the past
month alone, students wasted nearly six tons of food just at
Carmichael Dining Hall. It was this visible display of waste that
stirred up our environmentally minded class. In an attempt to
find the most feasible design change to reduce food waste on
campus, we stumbled upon what many other universities have
already implemented — trayless dining policies. According to
an Aramark study, San Diego State University reduced annual
food costs by about two percent, or $65,000, since it went trayless. Colby College’s food waste dropped by one-third on its
trayless Thursdays, and the University of Maine at Farmington
has saved 46 pounds of food waste per person per year since
starting its trayless program in 2007. This data made us think.
As we researched trayless dining initiatives online and spoke
to many universities across the nation that have initiated trayless dining, we became more convinced that it would be beneficial to the entire Tufts community to at least try trayless dining. This semester, students from both the student body and
from the Tufts Community Union Senate remained interested
in seeing how far it might make sense to take the project. Why?
I guess it is no secret that we attend a university that prides
itself on graduating active citizens who make thoughtful and
educated choices. Trayless dining for us represents taking our
education and putting it into action.
With this in mind, we have worked to understand the
perspective of the student body, the dining hall workers, the
administration and even our alumni to see if trayless dining
would be as beneficial to Tufts as it has been to many other universities. We found that the dining administration was aware of

JENNA LIANG/TUFTS DAILY

and interested in exploring the benefits of trayless dining, as it
had been watching its peers at other institutions implement
the program at their schools. However, Tufts Dining was hesitant to make such a potentially controversial decision without
the support of the student body. We have been working closely
with Dining to understand potential benefits and pitfalls. We
have also assessed student apprehensions and support and
have worked to address the concerns of all parties. We found
that many students support the effort, and that there are students who are concerned that removing trays takes away their
right to choose how they carry their food and that not using
a tray will be too inconvenient. This is precisely why we are
conducting a pilot program — to see if Tufts students are able
to overcome a perceived inconvenience for a potential benefit;
to see if not having the choice to have a tray significantly affects
one’s sense of personal liberty; to examine dining workers’
experiences; to review cost savings and to measure the environmental impact of life without trays.
Thus, the 13 day trial period (March 28-April 9) beginning
after spring break is our chance to see how much the Tufts
community can save and what benefits we might expect to
see immediately as well as in the future. We are hypothesizing that by removing trays as a central focus in Carmichael,
we will see a decrease in food consumption and waste. We
are also keeping track of water use and energy use in case we
might see a change in those figures as well. All of these figures
will be made available to the student body, and a visual dis-

play in Carmichael will chart our progress over the course of
the pilot program.
In addition to those already discussed, we believe that in
our test period after spring break we will see additional energy and labor savings related to reducing the quantity of food
to be cooked. For those of us not moved by the sheer quantity
of waste that we can reduce, remember that as we help our
dining halls save money on wasteful practices, we can start
to see our money come back to us in the form of food variety
and quality.
How else will we as students immediately benefit? We
will see our money being managed in a more efficient way.
Director of Dining and Business Services Patti Klos noted in an
e-mail statement, “we need to do the right thing: reduce our
waste. It is our responsibility to give you the best program for
what you pay and as big consumers of natural resources we
can make a wonderful impact.”
We encourage you to check out the Carmichael Dining Hall
after it puts its trays away to see how beneficial a simple design
feature can be. You might be surprised at how easy it is and how
good it makes you feel.
Callie Kolbe is a senior majoring in International
Relations. She was a student in the fall 2009 Experimental
College class, “Environmental Action: Shifting from
Saying to Doing.”

Bacow’s opportune appointment: A student’s reflection
BY

EMERALD CARTER

News of University President Lawrence Bacow’s appointment to U.S. President Barack Obama’s Board of Advisors
on Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) was
disseminated by Tufts E-News on March 2, 2010. Established
by former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, the purpose of this
advisory committee is to support the advancement of these
institutions that have been invaluable to the progress of
American society. According to the HBCU Digest, this committee is represented by a diverse group of academics, four
of whom currently serve as presidents of HBCUs, and one of
whom will do so next fall.
HBCUs have endured huge financial blows due to the
developing economic recession this country finds itself in.
It is within this regard that the appointment of Bacow to
this committee seems fitting and appropriate. According to
Campus Compact, a national coalition of over a thousand
presidents of colleges and universities, “under President
Bacow’s leadership, Tufts has enjoyed its three most successful years of fundraising...” Due to his expertise in
economic relations, I am optimistic that President Bacow’s
appointment to this committee will be extremely beneficial to the financial progress of these pivotal institutions in
our society.
However, in the nearly 10 years President Bacow has been
at Tufts, there has been a lack of legitimate progress made by
the administration to foster the intellectual advancement of

students through the foundation of a substantially diverse
black curriculum. This is evident particularly, but not uniquely,
by the lack of development of the Africa in the New World
program, which awards a minor certificate upon completion.
This program is the only of its kind, highlighting the void of an
African-American or black studies major. Furthermore, the
fact that this program only receives a total annual budget of
$1,000 is an indisputable representation of the administration’s
very shallow acknowledgment of, if not antagonism toward,
the social and historical importance of a diverse academic
curriculum concerning African Diaspora studies. Currently,
there are only a handful of consistently offered courses that
can count for either an Africa in the New World minor or a
possible African-American studies concentration through the
American Studies department.
Without a legitimate black studies program here at Tufts,
President Bacow’s advisement to the committee seems
misguided. HBCUs have been crucial pillars in our society, graduating revolutionaries, scholars and activists like
Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. (Morehouse College),
Alice Walker (Spelman College), Langston Hughes (Lincoln
University) and keynote speaker at Tufts’ Emerging Black
Leaders Symposium held on March 13 Nikki Giovanni (Fisk
University). These institutions have demonstrated sincere
dedication to the communities in which they are based, as
well as the critical study and scholarship of the history of
black people in the Diaspora. Not only does the Tufts curriculum not reflect these commitments, as all educational

institutions’ curriculums should, but the lack has proven
to be a hindrance to the black community here on campus.
Without a legitimate academic and intellectual space in
which students can reflect on black history, interpret their
presents and realize their futures, I argue that Tufts has been
overcharging its students since 1852.
Bacow’s acceptance of the appointment to this board
of advisors demonstrates his institutional commitment to
HBCUs, and I would like to see a similar commitment made
here at Tufts. This declaration of responsibility would not
be solely to the black community, but to the relevant voices
that either are not present on campus or are marginalized
by their small numbers. In addition to being beneficial to
the entire student population, a commitment of this nature
would help place Tufts on the same academic level as the
institutions with which we compete.
I view President Bacow’s appointment not as a detriment, but as an opportunity to critically assess the nature
of intellectual diversity on this campus, represented in the
academic major curriculum. I anticipate a community-wide
engagement in purposeful dialogue with President Bacow,
University Provost Jamshed Bharucha and the senior trustees concerning a concrete plan of action that fosters the
creation of a broader and more inclusive intellectual community on campus.
Emerald Carter is a senior majoring in sociology.

LET THE CAMPUS KNOW WHAT MATTERS TO YOU.
The Op-Ed section of the Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through
Thursday. Submissions are welcome from all members of the Tufts community. We accept opinion articles on any
aspect of campus life, as well as articles on national or international news. Opinion pieces should be between 600
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MONDAY’S SOLUTION

MARRIED TO THE SEA

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Going on a tropical vacation for spring break

LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY
Monday’s Solution

Sapna: “Wait, 5 feet? So if you jump over me
that’s considered a high jump?”
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Housing
3 and 4 Bedroom Apartments
(781) 863-0440 Rents starting at
$550/BR.
Clean modern Apartment next to
Tufts on quiet street.
New On-Site Laundry Facility with
New Washer & Dryer. Large modern kitchen with new refrigerator,
dishwashers, and 20 feet of oak
cabinets. Plenty of kitchen storage
space
Bathroom newly remodeled.

Housing
Hardwood floors resurfaced,
New Energy Efficient Windows,
New Heating System Front and
Back Porches, Garage Parking.
No Fees. Multiple units available
to accommodate larger groups
Call John (781) 863-0440 NCA.
Associates@gmail.com
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SPORTS

Wanted

Wanted

Babysitter Needed
Experienced childcare needed 10
hours a week for infant twins near
Tufts. FLexible days and times.
Opportunity for additional hours.
Please call Katie at 301-325-3803.
References required.

$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and give
the gift of family through California
Cryobank`s donor program.
Branch offices in Cambridge.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

Services
McCarthy Self Storage
22 Harvard Street Medford, MA
02155.781-396-7724 Business
Hours Mon-Fri 8am to 5pm Sat
9am to 2:45pm Sun 10am to
2:45pm Space available to students close to Tufts Univ. 5x5x3

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Boston unlikely to advance far in playoﬀs

ALEX PREWITT | LIVE FROM MUDVILLE

The best
month

INSIDE THE NBA
continued from page 12

But even more troubling is how
Boston has fared versus the cream of
the crop in the East. The squad has
gone 1-2 against the Cavaliers, 1-3
against the Orlando Magic and 0-4
against the Atlanta Hawks. With such a
poor track record against the top three
teams in their own conference, the
Celtics will have serious trouble making it out of the second round of the
playoffs — something they failed to do
last year.
What is surprising about the Celtics’
struggles, however, is that they statistically have the second-best defense in
the NBA, holding opponents to just
94.2 points per game. But their injuryplagued offense is not producing — it
ranks 19th in the league at 98.4 points
per game.
Boston’s superior talent allows it to
defend well and beat up on weaker teams, especially in the Eastern
Conference, which currently has six
teams that are 20 or more games under
.500. But the Celtics of 2007-08 were
utterly dominant, beating teams on
average by 10.3 points per game, as
opposed to 4.2 points this year.
Fans, especially those in the Boston
area, still tend to remember that dominance and wonder when the Celtics
are going to click back into championship form. But one must keep in mind
that the NBA has gotten stronger and
more competitive in the last two years.
The Cavaliers, Magic and Hawks are
younger and faster than the Celtics are,
and those up-and-coming squads have
proven they can beat the NBA’s best
teams.
Although their record keeps them
among the top teams in the Eastern
Conference, don’t expect the Celtics to
make too much noise in the playoffs
this year, especially if their offense
remains lackluster and their players
slow.

S

MCT

Boston Celtics forward Rasheed Wallace has a right to be confused. As the star-studded
Celtics have struggled of late and are 2-9 against the top three teams in the Eastern
Conference, they hardly look to be in championship form.

Mix of youth and experience to
carry Jumbos this spring
MEN’S TENNIS
continued from page 12

provide the team with some added
talent and firepower. During the fall
season, the trio excelled in both singles and doubles. Lutz and Barad in
particular were effective, combining
in doubles wins against both Babson
and Salve Regina. While it remains to
be seen where coach Doug Eng will
place the freshmen in the lineup, it
will likely be in some of the lower singles and doubles spots on the ladder
— areas in which close matchups are
often decided one way or another.
“We’ll see which one of us starts, but
it’s looking like it’ll be in a lower position,” Lutz said. “When it comes down to
big matches, that’s who’s the pressure’s
on, and we’re going to try to step up.”
Last season, the Jumbos were also
led by a strong freshman class in
this year’s current sophomores Kai
Victoria, Morrie Bossen and Sam
Laber. These two strong recruiting
classes make Tufts one of the younger
teams in the league, and the combination of the talented youth and
experienced upperclassmen bodes
well for the team’s prospects in 2010.
But within the NESCAC, routinely one of the most competitive Div.
III tennis conferences in the country, the Jumbos know that they have
to step up their game. Last season,
Tufts was consistently ranked in the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association’s
(ITA) top 30 and in the top ten of the
highly competitive northeastern division. In the rankings from Nov. 2009,

Services
$30.00, 5x5x8 $48.00, 5x8x8
$66.00, 5x10x8 $71.00, 5x12x8
$81.00 Please call for more information

the ITA had six NESCAC teams in its
top 20, with Middlebury in fourth,
Williams in seventh, Amherst in 10th,
Bowdoin in 13th, Trinity in 17th and
Bates in 20th.
With this level of competition, the
Jumbos will face an onslaught of tough
opponents, starting with Middlebury
and Bowdoin at home in early April.
A win over one of these two NESCAC
juggernauts would be key and would
go a long way for Tufts to state its case
as one of the top teams in the league.
A pair of losses, on the other hand,
could place the Jumbos immediately
in the conference cellar.
In order to avoid such a start, Tufts
insists that it must get better in certain
crucial areas in the upcoming weeks.
“I think between last year and this
year, we continued to improve on our
doubles,” Landers said. “Hopefully we
can avoid the troubles that plagued
us two years ago when we went into
every match with a deficit because of
our doubles. If we are able to continue
improving our doubles so we are not
pressured into having to win every singles match it would be a great help.”
Before the NESCAC season begins,
however, the Jumbos start their season during spring break with matches
against Vassar College on March 27
and Stevens College the following day.
Then the team will open its NESCAC
season at home against the formidable top-five ranked Middlebury squad
with aspirations of a gigantic upset.
Ben Kochman contributed reporting
to this article.

Strong team
chemistry key to
Tufts’ potential
WOMEN’S TENNIS
continued from page 12

Mari Homma (LA ’09), from the 2008-09
squad, the Jumbos maintain their closeknit unit from last season, which the
team considers to be a huge advantage.
“Our closeness is definitely a factor
in our success,” Hoguet said. “We’re
used to being together and familiar
playing with each other, which is really
important even though we’re technically on the court alone. We all have to
work together to win a match.”
“Many people don’t think tennis is a
team sport,” Miller added. “But knowing
your teammates and your partners and
how they play is important to the team
dynamic, and we definitely have that.”
While most of the team has not
changed, the Jumbos have found a
boost of energy and motivation with the
arrival of freshmen Lauren Hollender,
Lindsay Katz and Janice Lam.
“The freshmen have added a lot of
depth to the team,” Hoguet said. “When
we see them work really hard, it motivates the entire team to match them.”
With a strong core of veterans, hardworking new players and an awardwinning coach, the Jumbos are ready
to tackle any challenges they may face
this season. They will play their first
match against Northwood on Monday,
March 22 at 3 p.m. on the team’s spring
break trip to Florida, during which
Tufts will play a grueling five matches
in as many days.

eriously, is there anything better than
March? St. Patrick’ Day, spring break, the
start of baseball season and the NCAA
Tournament all occur during these glorious 31 days. It’s the only month so crazy that it
literally has an alliterative adjective affixed to
the end and requires capital letters to explain it.
March Madness. The best month of the year.
Sorry other 11, you’ve just lost the charm.
August isn’t so great, because I’m usually
moving into school on my birthday. Once I
stopped believing in Santa last year, December
went downhill. And don’t get me started on
February and Valentine’s Day.
But boy does March rule. And even though
my bold predictions made earlier don’t
appear to be panning out so well — seriously Tennessee, that’s the effort you give in
the SEC Championship? You looked like the
Nets. I’m going to give it one last shot as the
Madness officially begins today, even though
no one really cares about Arkansas-Pine Bluff
against Winthrop. I’m pretty sure those are
just made-up schools anyway (says the kid
who goes to Tufts).
In any case, allow me to present to you
my fearless predictions for the 2010 NCAA
Tournament. Be sure to catch my podcast with
Ethan Landy on Wednesday night, in which
we debate the bracket and reveal our selections. For now, though, here’s a sampling.
Has there even been a No. 16 seed with a
better shot to upset a top-ranked team than
Vermont has in taking on No. 1 Syracuse? After
all, the Catamounts, as a 13 seed in 2005, upset
the Orange. Clearly, the odds are completely
against them, but wouldn’t it be cool if it happened? Unless, of course, you’re a Syracuse
fan. Bummer for you then.
Murray State and Vanderbilt are 120 miles
apart. The first-round game between the two
is in San Jose, Calif. Snaps to the Selection
Committee for making this one happen.
Even though I want to doubt Villanova, I
should know better than to pick against senior
Scottie Reynolds. The Wildcats enter the tournament having lost five out of their last seven
— including an 80-76 loss to Marquette that
gift-wrapped the Golden Eagles a spot in the
bracket — and an embarrassing nine-point
defeat to an underachieving Connecticut
team at home on Feb. 15.
Reynolds, though, perhaps best-known
for his thrilling coast-to-coast layup that beat
Pittsburgh in last year’s Elite Eight, could singlehandedly push Villanova back to the Final Four
in an unbelievably underwhelming region of
the bracket. The 18.5 points per game and .399
field goal percentage speak for themselves.
What makes me more inclined to pick for
him, though, is the fact that he is by far the most
famous person I’ve ever played a sport against.
In a summer league basketball game, Reynolds
would literally move across mid-court and
launch a successful three from the volleyball
line. How can you argue with familiarity?
The most underrated boring game of the
first round? Texas versus Wake Forest. Both
are programs with rich histories, and both are
teams that bottomed out this year. I’m anticipating getting checked for colon cancer more
than this.
The most underrated exciting game of the
first round? How about Maryland against
Houston, a game that featured the upstart
Cougars, who were seeded seventh in the
Conference USA tournament and somehow
managed to win, and the Terrapins, led by the
versatile Greivis Vasquez. Houston, though, has
senior Aubrey Coleman, the nation’s top scorer
at 25.6 points per game. Upset potential?
Speaking of upsets, here are a few more
for you to munch on. Missouri over Clemson
— Clemson coach Oliver Purnell is 0-5 in the
NCAA Tournament. Cornell over Temple —
I’m all for teams nicknamed after gum. Or is
it the other way around? San Diego State over
Tennessee — cut to me weeping.
Alex Prewitt is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major. He can be reached at
Alexander.Prewitt@tufts.edu.
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WOMEN’S TENNIS

Jumbos ready to prove their mettle in spring season
BY SARAH

NASSER

Daily Staff Writer

Led by the recently awarded United States Tennis
Association
(USTA)
New
England Coach of the Year and
three talented first-years joining the roster, the women’s tennis team is more than excited
to begin its spring season.
“We feel really good and
everyone is amped and ready
to go,” senior tri-captain Laura
Hoguet said.
The Jumbos finished their fall
campaign with wins in both dual
matches, each of which came by
sweeping 9-0 margins against
local foes MIT and Babson. But
the most success came at the
individual level.
Junior
tri-captain
Julia
Browne and her doubles partner, senior tri-captain Meghan
McCooey, captured their second straight Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA) Small
College National Championship
in October, while Browne also
took third place in singles at the
same event.
At the ITA New England
Championships in mid-September, Browne and McCooey
also took the regional title, and
Browne added an individual championship to her list of
accomplishments.
As a result of the Jumbos’
strong fall season, head coach
Kate Bayard was honored with
a USTA Coach of the Year selection, in addition to being named

the ITA Northeast Coach of the
Year and NESCAC Coach of the
Year. Under her guidance, Tufts
has been ranked among the UTA
national top 16 tennis teams for
three years running.
“The way that the program
has changed since my freshman
year is just incredible,” Hoguet
said. “It’s had such dramatic
growth in such positive ways,
and I tribute all of those changes
to her.”
“She’s done so much for Tufts
tennis,” senior Erica Miller
added. “It’s unbelievable.”
The Jumbos finished their last
spring season with a final record
of 10-6 (6-3 NESCAC), advancing
to the semifinals of the NESCAC
Championships and, for the second time in three years, the finals
of the NCAA team regional.
Tufts then enjoyed a strong
showing at the NCAA Singles
and Doubles Championships,
which saw Julia Browne make
it to the quarterfinals of the
singles bracket, while she and
McCooey also reached the quarters in doubles.
This spring, the Jumbos
hope to put up an even stronger performance in the NESCAC
Tournament, where last spring
they were dispatched 5-2 in the
semis by Amherst.
“We aren’t required to play during our offseason, but our girls
were training practically every
day, both in the weight room and
on the court,” Miller said.
One weakness from last season that the team hopes to
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Junior tri-captain Julia Browne, the reigning NESCAC player of the year, hopes to lead the women’s tennis team
to a solid performance at the NESCAC Championships this spring.
the Jumbos could not manage a
win in the No. 2 and No. 3 doubles matches. The same happened as the Lord Jeffs downed
Tufts in the NCAA Tournament.
But having spent most of the
offseason working on the team
aspect of competitive tennis,
the Jumbos believe they have
significantly strengthened their

improve upon is the overall performance of its doubles teams.
Though Tufts boasts one of the
best doubles pairs in the country in Browne and McCooey,
the team lacked depth in the
area last year. In last year’s conference semifinal defeat versus
Amherst, Browne and McCooey
won their doubles match, but

doubles lineup.
“Last year we had a little
trouble with that,” Miller said.
“But we worked very hard on
our doubles in the fall, and I
think it’s going to pan out this
season.”
After losing only one member,
see WOMEN’S TENNIS, page 11
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INSIDE THE NBA

Tufts looks to maintain strong
momentum of fall season

Celtics slipping as season
enters crucial stretch

BY JESSE

WEINBERG

BY

ALEX SCAROS

Senior Staff Writer

Senior Staff Writer

After a five-month hiatus, the men’s
tennis team returns to action this spring
looking to continue its impressive play
from the fall. In spring 2009, a Jumbos
team featuring no seniors ultimately
finished with a 9-7 record, including
a 3-5 mark within the NESCAC. This
year’s unit returns with an entire roster
full of players who hope that an extra
year of experience will lead to more
success in 2010.
“I think our expectations every year
are pretty similar,” senior co-captain
Dan Landers said. “We want to compete and get ranked nationally, and
we want to be able to make a run for
NESCACs. We are just going to have to
go out and get wins against some very
good NESCAC opponents, and hopefully, if we are able to get a few good
NESCAC wins and some good out-ofconference victories, we can get our
first at-large bid to the NCAA tournament in a while.”
The Jumbos will continue to look
toward senior co-captains Landers and
Brian Wilner for leadership.
And for the three freshmen on the
2010 roster, having a fall season to get
situated has helped them prepare for
the more intense spring schedule.
“I think the fall season is basically a
chance to test things out, especially for
the freshman,” first-year Andrew Lutz
said. “It helps to get accustomed to being
on the first team and to get acquainted
with the guys on the team, to see them
play and get to know them. Team unity
is a major part of our success.”
“Every group of freshmen is different, but I think that this year’s group is
great and they have a lot of potential,”

Any way you look at it, whether you
are a Celtics fan or not, it is impossible to ignore the obvious: The Celtics
are just not championship contenders anymore.
After acquiring Kevin Garnett and
Ray Allen in the offseason in 2007,
the Celtics stampeded through the
NBA with a suffocating defense, team
basketball and a triple-headed scoring threat that couldn’t be matched
by any other team. Now, Boston
seems one step slower than it used
to be, and it is starting to fade in the
Eastern Conference in the season’s
final month.
The Celtics are by no means a poor
team; at 41-24 they’re currently in
fourth place in the Eastern Conference
and five games ahead of the fifthplace Milwaukee Bucks. They still
have three future Hall of Famers leading their team, but all are under-producing this year. Kevin Garnett, who
has been a double-double machine
for most of his career, is putting up
just 14.2 points and 7.5 rebounds per
game, compared to his averages of
18.8 points and 9.2 rebounds in 200708.
However, Paul Pierce and Allen
have remained relatively consistent,
and Rajon Rondo has picked up his
all-around game, bumping his points
and assists per game average from
10.6 and 5.1 in the Celtics’ championship year to 14.3 and 9.8 this season,
good enough for an All-Star selection.
But on Sunday, when the Celtics
went to Cleveland, LeBron James and
company systematically broke them
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Senior co-captain Dan Landers will lead a
talented squad looking to compete with the
top teams in the NESCAC this spring.
Landers added. “I think it might be a
bit early to see if they are going to start
in either singles or doubles, but I think
that they will make a positive impact.”
The Jumbos hope rookies Mark
Westerfield, Ben Barad and Lutz will
see MEN’S TENNIS, page 11

down on both ends of the court and
made them look old and slow.
But what should be cause for concern for the Celtics is not the play of
LeBron — because odds are he will
put up a consistent 30 points, eight
rebounds and seven assists regardless of the situation — but rather the
play of the Cleveland role players who
simply outhustled the Celtics’ supporting cast. Anderson Varejao, the
6-foot-11 forward, beat Kevin Garnett
at his own style of play. Dropping 17
points and grabbing 10 rebounds,
Varejao was diving for loose balls,
taking charges and wreaking havoc
under the basket.
Aside from a few minor personnel
changes, such as the losses of Eddie
House, Leon Powe and James Posey,
the core of the 66-16 championship
Celtics team in 2008 is still intact.
But those core players are simply not
producing the way they used to or the
way their fans expect.
Highly touted free-agent signing Rasheed Wallace, for instance,
is shooting just 40 percent from the
field and only averages 9.5 points
per game, despite attempting 8.7
shots per contest. The team, likewise,
ranks dead last in the league in total
rebounds per game and averages a
measly 8.4 offense boards per contest, the worst in the NBA.
Against the NBA’s best, the Celtics
have faltered significantly. They’ve
looked overmatched when taking on
the top of the Western Conference,
losing to the Denver Nuggets, Dallas
Mavericks and twice to the Phoenix
Suns while splitting with the Memphis
Grizzlies.
see INSIDE THE NBA, page 11

